That Democratic Convention
Last week's Democratic convention had its special interest for Jews.
It wasn't just the unusually pointed reference to Israel in McGovern's
acceptance speech. That was there because of reports that many formerly
Democratic Jews were straying from the Party fold .
It has been many years since there has been so much talk about "the
Jewish vote." American Jews have voted, on the aver1 age, more than 80 percent Democratic in the presidential races since Franklin D. Roosevelt. That obviously
is not because Jews vote for Jews; nor because Jews are
~,;11!!!!1~-L.· "told" how to vote. But there are certain issues to
which Jews tend to respond in common- as do many
other groups- because of certain common social and
historical characteristics .
However, it would be a major mistake to assume
that Israel is the only issue which especially concerns
· Jewish voters; or the only issue around which there
might be a shirt in the pattern of Jewish voting.
For the past 40 years Jewish presidential voting patterns have been related to a coalition whose core was organized labor, urban ethnic political
machines and old-fashioned liberals. There are many Jews-right or
wrong-wbo are uneasy about reports that last week's Democratic convention dramatized the end of that coalition.
This is not just simple nostalgia or preservatism, although it may be
partly that. But, after all, this was the coalition which stood with the Jews
in fighting Hitlerism, and in fighting the isolationism which almost allowed Hitler to vanquish the world. It was the coalition which stood with
them in supporting the creation of Israel. And it was the coalition with
which they stood in pushing out the frontiers of individual opportunity.
Many Jews are therefore uneasy about new and unknown forces
which did not go through these experiences with them, which have not
learned first-hand about H itlerism, about the dangers of isolationism,
about the historic "plight of the Jews."
And many of them are uneasy about the possible erosion of the principle of individual opportunity, individually approached . At a Los Angeles
convention of Jewish community leaders from around the country, there
was a spontaneous and corporate gasp of consternation when it was reported that McGovern had promised "proportional representation" in
federal jobs and patronage to certain specified racial and ethnic groups.
Of course, much of the concern may be exaggerated. The quota approach may turn out to be just an interim period of Old Politics, old patterns of ethnic patronage applied to new groups, leading to an extension
of the principle of individual opportunity. It may settle down and not
become enshrined as an official policy of ancestral ism , of anti-individualism. But some uneasiness, some desire for assurance is understandable.
It may also turn out that we have not so much lost all of the old coalition, but that we have gained some new elements for it. After all, the genius
of the two parties in the American political system is that they have been
consistently able to bring the "wings" into mainstream politics. This has
been America's remedy for defusing extremism and serious political violence. And, if that happens now, the experience of the past 40 years may
not be lost. For example, the isolationist tendency which does exist among
some of the new forces on the political scene, may be tempered by those
who remember only too well the critical difference between isolationism
and peace-keeping.
But, under the circumstances, some uneasiness, some desire for assurance is understa ndable. At the very least, the nature of this uneasiness
should be understood, if it is to be dealt with- and should not be simply
ascribed to a one-issue concern about Israel.
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First Rothschild bank,abou t 1760
Banking Houses with dates of foundation
set up by the so ns of Mayer Rothschild
Major loans to finance Government
expenditure for wars, industry etc .
Important investments by Rothschild banks
Loan refused on account of Russia's
anti-semi ti c policies
Ri val Catholic bank established, but collapsed
Rival London bank, Barings, collapsed, but
was then sustai ned by Rothschilds 1893
Portuguese Government accepts loan from
rival Jewish bankers, Sterns
Major philanthropic activity of members
of the Rothschild family
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During the Civil War in the United States,
1861-1865, the Rothschilds lost money heavily
by their support for the bonds of the so4thern
Confederate States, who were defeated in 1865
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Loan to Britain and
France for Crimean
Russia

ricultural Colonies bought
Zionist settlers 1887
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